Abstract. The overall performance of fingerprint positioning system will be improved in this paper with the adoption of technology in artificial intelligence field and optimization technology. First, at offline stage, adaptive tracking and recording method for dynamic real-time WiFi fingerprint positioning has been proposed. Regional propagation model (RPM) of indoor wireless signal has been proposed through the RSS value clustering fading characteristics observed based indoor zoning principle in clustering channel modeling algorithm. Take samples from the reference points of sparse density distribution with adoption of affinity propagation clustering technology to attain fingerprints, and then divide the indoor area into sub regions with specific number, make use of the sampling data of each sub region to set up proposed RPM path loss propagation model and predict the fingerprints of other unmeasured reference points through this model to reconstruct complete fingerprint database. Experimental testing results have shown that the RSS prediction accuracy of proposed path loss propagation model is higher than existing propagation model; at the same time, when decrease fingerprint acquisition workload above 28%, the proposed algorithm can still attain high positioning accuracy.
Introduction
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) published E911 order in 1996, which promotes the development of wireless positioning technology greatly. In recent years, wireless positioning technology starts to be applied in design, optimization, maintenance and other aspects of cellular communication system. How to provide effective and accurate positioning system without increasing system burden has become the field research focus. At present, main researches on wireless positioning methods both at home and abroad include CELLID positioning method, circumferential positioning method, TOA/TDOA positioning method and fingerprint positioning method etc, in which the fingerprint positioning method is with great potentiality in accuracy and has become the research focus.
In the research on fingerprint positioning, literature [1] studies fingerprint positioning algorithm based on spatial segmentation, divides the positioning region into grids, saves latitude and longitude values of i base stations with the closest distance to each grid center, sets up corresponding fingerprint database and attains the position coordinates of positioning points, but the establishment of fingerprint database in literature [1] does not consider about the practical wireless environment. Literature [2, 3] study fingerprint algorithm based on propagation model modification RSS, make use of the modified RSS to set up fingerprint database, attain the position coordinates of positioning points after comparing the fingerprints and increase the computational complexity of algorithm.
Principle of fingerprint positioning
Fingerprint positioning originates from Database Correction Method (DCM) [4] and it can be applied to any cellular network. Figure 1 is fingerprint positioning system model, including data preprocessing [5] , establishment of fingerprint database and fingerprint comparison. Fingerprint database can be set up based on signal characteristic parameters of mobile station at different positions. Fingerprint comparison has been made for the signal characteristics of positioning points and signal characteristics stored in database to realize the positioning of mobile station. Figure 1 Fingerprint Positioning System Model Fingerprint database technology makes use of multipath effect effectively and combines multipath and position information together. In the region with small wireless environment change, as the multipath structure of information channel is with uniqueness at the same position, this kind of multipath structure can be taken as fingerprint [6] . In communication process, mobile station sends out one measurement report (MR) frame to base stations (BTS) in every 480s (470ms at signaling channel). Study and elaborate MR frame through Abis port in real time to attain the RSS values of small main service cell and six strongest neighboring cells. At this moment, RSS can be taken as the characteristic signal of one position and then realize fingerprint positioning.
RSS adaptive tracking
Okumura-Hata model can be expressed with formula (1):
(1) In which, L is power loss, attained from decreasing base station power from RSS; are coefficients to be modified; f is the working frequency band of radio wave; d is the distance between sending and receiving antennas; is the effective antenna height of base station transmitter (relative sea level height of base station deducting the average terrain height between 3KM and 15KM); is the effective antenna height of mobile station receiver and is modification factor of mobile station antenna.
In Okumura-Hata model, relates to height and density of buildings in practical wireless environment as well as antenna gain etc. The deviation of modified propagation model [7] will increase the RSS error and the algorithm will be very complicated.
Because RSS in the same service cell is with spatial similarity, spatial segmentation method has been applied to process data region and K-means algorithm [8] has been used to make clustering for RSS of each grid. Clustering with more samples is normal sample, vice versa. As noise point, set its RSS as missing value. After meaning normal samples, repair default values and finally make mean value filtering based on temporal correlation.
Segmentation and clustering Based on the largest and smallest latitude and longitude values, spatial segmentation has been made for the region and the region has been divided into grids. Assume the longitude range of grid is and latitude range is , set the longitude and latitude values of data as 1 5 . (2) Classify this data point into this grid and information included in this point is LAC, CELL_ID, RSS and longitude and latitude values measured by GPS. K-means has been adopted to make clustering for each grid non-empty value:
(1) Select K=2, assume initial clustering center is , number of samples is n, is the minimum and the maximum RSS, that is:
( is the mean of N RSS, is one RSS in the sample and use to replace each empty value; finally, make time smoothing for RSS.
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In which, is the level value after smoothing at one moment; is the level value needs to be smoothed at one moment; is the level smaller than this moment and belongs to the same cell with ; is the level bigger than this moment and belongs to the same cell with .
Establishment of fingerprint database
MR frame analysis is the key step for signal fingerprint extraction and fingerprint database establishment. Analyze MR frame in real time through Abis interface between base station and base station controller. Analyze and extract effective field information for mobile station positioning and take it as fingerprint reference. Screen the message type of road measurement data and set up corresponding fingerprint database. Figure 2 is MR frame analytic example. Extract data whose road measurement data message type is MR and analyze cell information based on above effective field storage data. After making RSS space time process for main service cell and six neighboring cells, make use of latitude and longitude values measured by LAC, CELL_ID, RSS and GPS of each cell to set up fingerprint database.
Fingerprint comparison
For MR needs to the positioned, screen data with the same service cell as MR in fingerprint database, attain several fingerprint data bigger or equal to 1 with this MR (number of the same neighboring cell), make RSS vector distance comparison and then attain the longitude and latitude values of positioning point.
Set the characteristic vector composed of RSS of MR as , screening characteristic vector from fingerprint database as and then the Euclidean distance between and is:
Select the number of same neighboring cell ; many similarity points corresponding to I value can be screened out from fingerprint database. Based on K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), calculate the Euclidean distance D between similarity point RSS and RSS of MR needs to be positioned. Order D from big to small and select the smallest longitude and latitude values of first N similarity points of D to mean and attain positioning result. Analyze the error of positioning result and attain reasonable selection method for I value.
Results analysis
In the experiment, two test mobile stations have been adopted as calling and called. LOG file of data has been stored along specific grid, road test data line is as shown in Figure 3 . After a period of time, select some routes to make road test again. Experimental data can be attained through output positioning result is based on RSS space time processing can also be applied to 3G and LTE and other systems with cellular network structure, but fingerprint database changes with the change of environment. This algorithm makes uses of actual wireless environment to set up fingerprint database, which can satisfy actual positioning without increasing burden for the system and avoiding the complexity of algorithm.
